Whereas atomistic models predict that binding energies of donor levels in semiconductors increase with the ionization potential of the free impurity atoms, we find that a special enhancement of the screening in the solid predicts, for chalcogen impurities in silicon, a reversal in this order.
order.
Attempts to systematize the observed binding energies of deep defect levels in semiconductors according to the properties of the isolated impurity atoms has been a central theme in semiconductor physics. ' The underlying concept, used in defect theories as diverse as effective-mass, ' tight-binding, " and chemical scaling4 approaches, has been that the binding energies Eb of different impurities I in the same host crystal are ordered according to the ionization potentials IP~of the isolated impurity atoms, if one considers the same crystal site location and charged state for all impurities. While these approaches consider a rather idealized situation where all impurities in a class (e.g. , a column in the periodic table) are assumed to take the same location in a given crystal (e.g., unrelaxed substitutional site), they have nevertheless been very successful in organizing an otherwise chaotic data base of defect levels in terms of simple elemental scales. ' In this paper we explore the microscopic nature of such scaling arguments and establish the limits of their validity. IPt). The underlying premise in these approaches is that the balance that exists in an isolated atom between the bare potential V" and the screening potential V"' is inherently similar (or maintains a causal scaling relation) to that prevailing for an impurity atom bonded to a solid. Modern computational techniques for deep defects in solids offer an opportunity to explore these relationships in detail, in that . they are now able to solve for the electronic response b, V'" = VI"' -VH' to a specified external perturbation 5 Vi" = Vt"' -VH' in a self consiste-nt and precise manner, rather than postulate the screening potential. ' The computational tool that we utilize is the quasiband crystal-field Green's function method, described in detail elsewhere. 7 It characterizes the impurity and host atoms by the first-principles nonlocal (i.e. , dependent on the angular momentum L) atomic pseu- Fig. 1(a Fig. 2 as a shaded area, and represents the excess charge around the impurity in the solid. (with a radius characteristic of the atomic impurity orbital, and occupied by the hyperdeep orbital), and an "impurity doughnut" (occupied by the antibonding gap state). These simple considerations are borne out by detailed calculations. The wave functions of the hyperdeep states are found to be nearly identical to those of the atomic ns state; the same order of orbital energies is found. These wave functions are localized almost entirely in region I: 95 -100% of the charge is enclosed in r~d/2.
On the other hand, the antibonding a~gap states have most of their amplitude in region II and beyond: for 0, S, and Se, respectively, only 0.7%, 5.6%, and 6.1% of the charge is enclosed at r~d/2, and 8.8'/o, 29%, and 27% at r~d (indicating that the energy of this level may not be calculated accurately by small cluster models" whose radius is I -2d). The fact that the impurity sphere and impurity doughnut states occupy nearly mutually exclusive parts of space suggests that they will respond to the different ordering of the effective potentials in regions I and II. Figure  3 shows the energies of the antibonding at (doubly occupied) and rq (empty) levels of chalcogen impuri- In this case, 5 6" needs to be replaced by the far more attractive potential. The relaxed 0, which does not concern us here, will hence have a significantly larger binding energy then substitutional O.
